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1 Introduction
1.1 What is EPS?
European Student Semester (abbr. EPS) is a good opportunity for students to get the
experience of working in an international team on a project and staying abroad. Today
eleven universities in ten countries of Europe offer this program to students, who have
already finished two years of their study. During their projects the students work in
teams of three to five and solve a problem, which can be academic or interdisciplinary
in cooperation with companies. Apart from participating in the students are also
attending lectures at their foreign university to get better skills in communication and
planning and to get knowledge in a global business environment. In the EPS students
learn how to study, how to solve problems and also take responsibility for their work.

1.2 Why Łódź, Poland?
Łódź is in the centre of Poland, and it is the capital of Łódzkie województwo (province).
It is on the northwestern border of the Łódź Highlands, on the rivers Vistula and Oder,
81 miles (130 km) southwest of Warsaw.

Picture1: Map of Poland
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Łódź, the third largest city in Poland, has almost 742000 of inhabitants and is also the
most important centre of textile industry in the country. The city’s companies
manufacture a large portion of the country’s cotton goods as well as process wool, silk,
and artificial fibres. It has a modern industrial appearance and many attractive buildings.
Although the city name means, “boat” in Polish, there are no particularly large bodies of
water or rivers nearby. Of course, there are many diverse parks and woods, which are
very beautiful areas. During the construction of the new city, the long road of Piotrkow
Trybunalski, (now the “Piotrkowska street”) was used in the industrial and urban
development in Łódź. Along its 4 km, the first textile factories that would make their
Polish city rich were built here, industrial factories, homes and business owners thus the
modest worker’s houses are located in this street. This corner has been modified several
times, more impressive structures have followed, such as large factory buildings,
fortress factories and the modest homes have given way to lavish palaces. Between the
two were grouped the houses of workers. Some palaces (like the Poznanski Palace)
currently serve as government buildings or museums.

Picture 2: Piotrkowska Street, Łódź, Poland

Very famous street “Piotrkowska”, known for its beauty, and today considered one of
the biggest shopping streets in Europe is decorated with many statues of personalities,
who have played important roles in the history of the city.
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The most splendid edifice is Izrael Poznanski's Palace, which is also regarded as the
most impressive of all the palaces owned by the industrialists of Łódź. Due to its
architectural beauty and many ornaments, it is often referred to as ''the Louvre of Łódź.”
The palace is full of chambers, especially the renowned Dining Hall. Since 1975, the
building has served as the History Museum of Łódź. Thanks to the recent renovation of
its facade, the palace can be admired in its full splendour.

Picture 3: Izrael Poznanski Palace, Łódź, Poland

The factory’s history goes back to the period of 1871-1873, when Izrael Poznanski
purchased the land located near from “Piotrkowska Street”. The Manufaktura was at the
beginning a big textile factory with many tenements used to design and produce clothes.
The factory was developed over the years and with the prowth of the textile commerce
in Łódź, many departments were added for installing steam machines and after special
sectors were created for fabric printing, bleaching, and a weaving mill, for example.

Picture 4: Manufaktura, Łódź, Poland
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Now the Manufaktura is a shopping, cultural, service and entertainment centre located
in the city of Łódź, Poland. Open since May 17th 2006, it comprises of 27 ha over 300
stores, two hypermarkets, a movie theatre, dozens of cafes and restaurants, a large hotel,
sports facilities, four museums, an international centre of fashion promotion and many
offices. It is the largest complex of its kind in Poland and a major one in Europe.

2 Introduction to the project
Today more than one billion cars are driven worldwide and if we can believe sciences,
the number of cars will even rise.1 This is only one reason, why the consumption of oil
is rising and due to this of course also its price. The diagram below shows the petrol
price in the USA from 1991 to June of 2008.

Picture 5: US-Petrol Price from 1991 – 2.6.2008

With the project “How to get lighter armored vehicles for our army” we hope to
improve the range or also the consumption of armored vehicles. As you can see in the
car manufacture industry, a lighter car uses less petrol than a heavy one. If you compare
results of this industry you will also note, that a lighter car has more mobility. A little,
1

http://www.welt.de/welt_print/article1561636/2010_fahren_weltweit_eine_Milliarde_Autos.html
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light Smart has more mobility than a modern SUV (Sport Utility Vehicle). This can also
refer to an armored vehicle. The transport of lighter vehicles is easier than of heavy ones
and they can reach terrains, which heavy vehicles cannot reach. The heaviest part of an
armored vehicle is the armor itself. With changing the armor or its material, you can get
a lighter and even a faster or safer vehicle. In some dangerous situations during a war
every second counts and therefore the speed and also of course the armor is very
important to safe life.

2.1 Concept of war
Webster´s dictionary defines War as “A contest between nations or states, carried on by
force, either for defence, or for revenging insults and redressing wrongs, for the
extension of commerce or acquisition of territory, or for obtaining and establishing the
superiority and dominion of one over the other. The slaughter or capture of troops, and
the capture and destruction of ships, towns and property accomplishes these objects.
Among rude nations, war is often waged and carried on for plunder. As war is the
contest of nations or states, it always implies that the monarch or the sovereign power of
the nation authorizes such contest. When attacking a nation in peace commences war, it
is called an offensive war, and such attack is aggressive. When war is undertaken to
repel invasion or the attacks of an enemy, it is called defensive, and a defensive war is
considered as justifiable. Very few of the wars that have desolated nations and deluged
the earth with blood, have been justifiable. Happy would it be for mankind, if the
prevalence of Christian principles might ultimately extinguish the spirit of war, and if
the ambition to be great, might yield to the ambition of being good. Preparation for war
is sometimes the best security for peace …”2
Also the Oxford Dictionary widens the definition to incorporate “any active hostility or
struggle between living beings; a conflict between opposing forces or principles.” This
includes the possibility of metaphorical and non-violent clashes between systems of
thought, like religious doctrines or trading companies. This is maybe an ample
definition, because the trade is very different from the war unless trade is the war, and
sometimes motivates wars. The philosopher of The Enlightenment Voltaire gives his
2

http://www.websters-online-dictionary.org/definitions/war?cx=partner-pub0939450753529744%3Av0qd01-tdlq&cof=FORID%3A9&ie=UTF-8&q=war&sa=Search#922
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definition of war as “Famine, plague, and war are the three most famous ingredients of
this wretched world…All animals are perpetually at war with each other…Air, earth
and water are arenas of destruction.” And Heraclitus says, “War is the father of all
things.” This means that war is in the nature of the universe.3

2.2 Types of warfare
We can classify warfare into different categories. One type is conventional against
unconventional. Unconventional is a kind of war that can engross biological, nuclear
and chemical warfare. Also it can include terrorist tactics, guerrilla, raiding and
insurgency. The first implies armed forces fighting one another without mass
destruction weapons in a direct and unlock way.4 Besides, there is also nuclear warfare.
Nuclear warfare is a theoretical war in which someone intentionally deploys one nuclear
weapon.5 Also the civil war exists, which is a war among different religious groups,
powders or factions that are from the same country. Also, it is an a civil war when it is
distinguish by other nations the demands of one or more parties in the conflict. A
frequent designation of civil war includes: They formed their own government, both
sides have gained manage of territory and they have a structured army for standard
operations. Small conflicts are identified as insurgencies or insurrections, even when
they have the possibility to grow and become a civil war.6 It is war between two or
more nations whose have a notably different military power, or use different tactics or
strategy.7 The chemical warfare is a war in which the negative effects do not result from
any explosive power but chemicals; thus, it is very different from the conventional
weapons or nuclear weapons. The Chemical Weapons Convention (CWC) considers the
use of non-living toxic products formed by living organisms (e.g. toxins such as botulin
toxin, ricin, and sax toxin) chemical warfare. So, any toxic chemical is considered a
chemical weapon unless it is used for purposes that are not prohibited. The use of living

3

http://www.iep.utm.edu/war/

4

http://www.newworldencyclopedia.org/entry/History_of_war

5

http://medical-dictionary.thefreedictionary.com/Nuclear+warfare

6

http://www.wisegeek.com/what-is-a-civil-war.htm

7

http://encyclopedia.thefreedictionary.com/Asymmetric+warfare
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organism, like anthrax, is considering biological warfare.8 The last type is biological
warfare, which is a kind of war where biological weapons are used. This takes into
consideration living organisms, like anthrax, or toxins of the nature that can kill people.9

2.3

Future of war

At the moment there are a lot of opportunities to develop new technologies for wars.
Because of a new technology the army can get new vehicles without using soldiers to
control the vehicles. This is a very good possibility to protect soldiers during a war. One
technology, which is already existing, are the unmanned aerial vehicles, short UAVS, or
also known as Drones. These vehicles were invented for reconnaissance during a war
and purpose of observation. During war the drones can also have missiles and bombs to
attack the enemies. They do not have the same technology as manned aerial vehicles,
for example, the level of protection. Unlike manned aerial vehicles, drones can stay 82
hours in the air. Another point is that they are cheaper and also save lives, because they
do not have a crew.

Picture 6: Armed Drone

8

http://encyclopedia.thefreedictionary.com/Chemical+Warfare

9

http://www.emedicinehealth.com/biological_warfare/article_em.htm
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Apart from drones there are also robots. This is not fiction from a movie, because the
USA already is preparing robots for their army. They have already tested them in
Afghanistan.10 This is an advantage for the soldiers because robots can check the
different parts of the Battlefield. Robots are resistant to mines and fires. The definition
of robot is “a mechanical or virtual artificial entity. In practice, this is usually an
electromechanical system which, by its appearance or movements, offers a sense of
purpose itself.” But in future robots can think about themselves and do tasks in different
ways than soldiers would do.

Picture 7: Army robot

3 Team Presentation
Before going on with the project, we want to introduce our team. In this part we want to
explain, who we are, how we have built a strong team and how we have managed our
work during the European Project Semester.

3.1 How to build a strong team?
During our first meeting with our supervisor, Ph. D. Dr. Łukasz Kaczmarek, we decided
to create a strong team for our project. The Cambridge Online Dictionary defines a team
as “a number of people (…) who do something together as a group (…) in order to

10

http://www.libertaddigital.com/mundo/el-ejercito-de-eeuu-prueba-en-afganistan-robots-para-eltransporte-de-material-pesado-1276354340/
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achieve something” 11 To create a strong team, we created our own team called
“Engineers Project Soldiers” – short EPS, and also a logo of our team. The logo
consisted of the European flag with one star for every team member, including our
supervisor, because he was also one member of our team.

Picture 8: Team-Logo of the Engineers Project Soldiers

To get a good atmosphere in our team and also during our work, we went outside to
have lunch together or made some activities together in the evenings. After hard work
we sometimes met in our dormitories to try national food prepared by different team
members and to get to know our different cultures.

11

http://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/british/team
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3.2 Who we are?
The Engineers Project Soldiers consisted of five team members from different
countries. Because of different cultures each team member has different specifications
and qualities, which are helpful in generating ideas for the project.
Name

Nationality

Department of Study

Alexander Hoppe

German

Mechanical and Business
Engineering

Manuel Lopez Rio

Spanish

Mechanical Engineering

Łukasz Fajkowski

Polish

Mechanical Engineering

Nicolas Mornex

French

Mechanical Engineering

Jose Del Aguila

Spanish

Mechanical Engineering

Table 1: Team members

Most of the team members have knowledge in Mechanical Engineering. This is an
advantage for the group, because the project is technically-oriented.

3.3 Working as a team
During our first meeting we had the first challenge in our project - it was organization.
In this context organization means how to work as a team, how to communicate within
the team, how to organize the meetings and how often they should be held. Our team
has met at least two times a week to exchange information and results to the group
members and work together on the project. On the other days everyone worked on their
own.
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Challenge

Solution

How to communicate?

The Team will communicate by Email or phone

Organize meetings

The Group will meet at least two times a week

How to organize the meetings?

Choose of a different chairman for every meeting

Table 2: Working as a team

During our meetings we also appointed one person, who was responsible for the agenda
of the meeting and who shared tasks with the other team members. The chairman also
had to write a report about the meeting to share new information with people, who were
absent. Every meeting was chaired by a different person, so that every team member
had the possibility to be a chairman. To work efficiently in our team, we also set up
together some basic rules for our work and our meetings. These rules had to be
respected by every team member.
No. 1

Everybody is entitled to give their own opinion

No. 2

We try to find the best solution for every team member

No. 3

We discuss all of the problems until they are solved

No. 4

Everybody can come up with a solution and the team will agree or not

Table 3: Ground rules of the Engineers Project Soldiers
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3.4 How to find information?
This was one of the most difficult challenges of our project, because most of the
information about military and their vehicles are secret. We had to be like spies and do a
lot of researches to get some information. Also the information that we had found had to
be verified whether it is correct or a lie.

Picture 9: How to get information

We acquired knowledge for our project mostly from the Internet, contacts with some
companies and their engineers and advice from our supervisor. We also had a chance to
use databases of the Department of Mechanical Engineering of the Technical University
of Łódź, where we could find articles and reports. The databases were helpful to find
information about materials and their properties. The Technical University of Łódź also
has a big library, from which we borrowed books about materials. Finally we had the
opportunity to visit a company that repairs armored helicopters for the Polish army,
which are also involved in the war in Afghanistan.

3.5 Work Plan
After the organization of our team and the way we want to work, we created a work
plan for our work. A work plan shows the tasks of the project with respect to time, when
these tasks should be done. There a several possibilities to create a work plan. To
represent our work plan, we have used the form of a pyramid.
EPS 2011 - How to get lighter armored Vehicles for our Army?
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Picture 10: Representation of the Engineers Project Soldiers work plan

The work plan should help us to have an overview of our tasks and also to see, where
we are standing at the moment. After solving this first step, we were able to climb up
our pyramid step by step and found solutions for different challenges, which came up
during our project.
Finding Information / Ideas: The first tasks in our project were to get to know to the
project, to understand the military work and their progresses and find information about
different armored vehicles. Getting to know the project and finding information were
the most important tasks at the beginning, because some decisions with refercences to
the project depend on it. Finding information was a big problem as the big base
pyramid, because most of the information about military and armored vehicles is top
secret.
Choice of an armored vehicle: During our project we had to choose a vehicle to reach
the goal of the project. The decision about the choice of this vehicle was up to us and an
entirely group decision. To be able to choose it we had to do a lot of research for the
different vehicles and get to know positives and negatives of each vehicle considering to
our goal of the project. To make the choice easier, we also visited a company in Łódź,
which repairs armored helicopters, which are also involved in Afghanistan.
Materials: This is the third step of our work plan, which includes the material the
chosen vehicle was made of and also a new material, which we would suggest using to
make the vehicle lighter. Finding information about the material, which the military
uses now, is very difficult and needs a lot of time. The group had to do extensive
EPS 2011 - How to get lighter armored Vehicles for our Army?
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research to find useful information about the material and to find solutions to compare
materials. After solving this challenge, we had to find ways to improve the materials.
This could be different materials, new materials or also our own new creations.
Calculations: Besides finding materials we had to do a calculation of the vehicle weight
to see whether the vehicle became lighter or not. This part of our project showed us,
whether we were successful and reached the goal of the project or we did not solved this
challenge. In the end, we made a cost analysis and compared the cost of materials with
our new choice.
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4 Armored vehicles
In this section we are going to talk about different types of armored vehicles that the
army owns. First, land vehicles, which are tanks, trucks and others, like four-wheeldrive cars. Then, the air vehicles like helicopters and planes. Finally, we have water
vehicles, which are divided into ships and submarines. But for our project the focus is
on the war of Afghanistan. Therefore, we only could decide between the two first types
of vehicles.

Picture 11: Diagram of armored vehicles
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4.1 Helicopter MI-17
Name:

MI - 17

Group:

Helicopter

Built:

1974

Weight:

13.000 Kg

Length:

25.35 m

Height:

4.76 m

Max speed:

250 Km/h

Range:

465 Km

The Mi-17 medium multi purpose helicopter is an improvement of the Mi-8 rotorcraft.
Its adaptability and high performance qualities made it a common helicopter in the
world. Have been over 11,000 Mi-8/Mi-17 helicopters produced to date and also they
are in service in 80 countries now. 12 The company Kazan Helicopter Production
Association builds the helicopter and Mil Design Bureau designed it. The name Mi-17
is the one that the model receives for export. The Russian Armed Force called it Mi8MT. It can be armoured with a wide types of rockers, missiles and guns. The uses for
this helicopter can be attack, direct air support, electronic warfare, airborne early
warning, medevac, search and rescue, and mine lying.13

12

http://www.kazanhelicopters.com/index.php?id=4

13

http://www.fas.org/man/dod-101/sys/ac/row/mi-17.htm
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4.2 LAPV ACS Enok II
Name:

ACS Enok II

Group:

LAPV

Built:

2010

Weight:

5.400 Kg

Length:

4,82 m

Width:

1,90 m

Height:

1,90 m

Engine:

MB 280 CDI
135KW(184HP)

The LAPV Enok II (LAPV = Light Armoured Patrol Vehicle) is an armoured military
vehicle of the German Army. It is an improvement of the vehicle Wolf SSA, which is
based on the Mercedes Benz G class. The Enok II has got the standard
NATO STANAG 4 569 Level 2 Class Armor and a class for STANAG 4569 2a
level mines Defence. Because of this, the Enok II is protected against rifle fire, land
mines and improvised explosive devices. The German Army has ordered a first lot of
247 vehicles and is expected to receive between 2008 and 2013. The Enok II was
designed to use it in difficulty terrains and bad weather situations. Therefore it is a good
vehicle to be used in operations in Afghanistan.14

14

http://www.tanknutdave.com/component/content/article/695
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4.3 Tank Leopard II
Name:

Leopard II

Group:

Tank

Built:

1979 - 2005
6 Updates

Picture 12: Leopard IIA4

The Leopard II is one of the most successful projects of main battle tanks, with over
3,200 units built. The Army of Austria, Denmark, Germany, the Netherlands, Norway,
Switzerland, Sweden, Poland and Spain uses the Leopard II. The first Leopard II was
made in October 1979 by the German Army. Three principles characteristics define the
Leopard II - Firepower, Protection and Mobility. The German Army plans to keep it in
service until more or less 2030. This would suggest that the Leopard II would have been
used for more than 50 years – of course in a large range of upgrades.15

15

http://www.fprado.com/armorsite/leo2.htm
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4.4 Visit in a company
One of the most important steps in our project was choosing the vehicle we want to
work on. We were aware that this decision would have a crucial impact on our project
and would determine our plan for the following months. Therefore, we did some serious
research prior to make the final choice. One of the parts of the research was visiting a
company that is specialised in repairing helicopters of the Polish Army.

Picture 13: Logo of Company

Military Aviation Works No. 1 J.S.C. is one of the biggest European aviation
companies. The history of the company takes over 60 years. The main tasks are
overhauls, maintenance and modernization of different types of helicopters used by the
Polish Army such as: Mi-2, Mi-8, Mi-14, Mi-17, Mi-24.
Having gained the permission to visit that company, we were very proud of ourselves,
because it is not open to the public and the information they had shared with us was top
secret for an ordinary citizen. On the day of our visit we were lucky not only to observe
the process of repairing different types of helicopters, but also to be given a kind of
guided tour.

Picture 14: Helicopter hall

One of the company's experts shared his experiences with us and was kind enough to
answer some of our questions about the materials and technologies they are using.
EPS 2011 - How to get lighter armored Vehicles for our Army?
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Moreover, we had a meeting with the head engineer who told us about the prospects for
the army vehicles industry and the technologies that might be used in the future. This
was all very valuable and informative, but we were mostly impressed by the second part
of our tour. The engineers let us inside the hangars where we could see everything that
we have talked about. We saw, touched and climbed into all kinds of helicopters: the
crushed, the broken and the repaired ones. We were the witnesses of the preparation of
the helicopter and the repairing process from the very beginning.

Picture 15: Damaged Helicopter
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5 Our decision
The Choice of one vehicle was very difficult for our group, because most of the
information about the vehicles is top secret. For getting information we had to do a lot
of research and analyse a lot of reports and articles from databases. We focused our
search on armored vehicles which are used in the war in Afghanistan at present.
Therefore, we only could choose between land and air vehicles, because water vehicles
are not really common in Afghanistan. Additionally the requirement was that the
vehicle had to be conditions to be used in terrains with very bad characteristics and
extreme weather, like the one´s in Afghanistan, with a lot of changes of temperatures
and a rough terrain. We also took into consideration the fact that we are working on a
European project and also living in Europe. Therefore, we wanted to choose a common
vehicle from a European Union member. In addition to this, we had hoped that we
would get the information about the vehicle quite easily and would have easier contact
with companies, which would be difficult if we had chosen a foreign vehicle, e.g. from
the USA. Another important argument was the improvement and the technology of the
model, because time is running and new technologies are developed. Because of this, it
would be good to choose a vehicle, which has already been improved or replaced by a
new model.

5.1 Why Leopard II?
Only one vehicle met a lot of our requirements – the Leopard II. The model is one of the
most common tanks in the world and it has been used since 1979. Today more than
eight countries are using this type of tank and till today more than 3200 tanks have been
built. This point was a very interesting for our project and ourselves, because the more
tanks of one type are built, the more information you will find about it. Another reason
was that the Leopard II had already had some updates, therefore we would get some
interesting and useful information by taking a look at the latest model. Also an
advantage for choosing the Leopard II is that it is used in Poland and also in
Afghanistan.
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5.2 History of Leopard II
The development of the Leopard 2 MBT can be traced back to a project started in the
1960's. While Germany and the United States were developing the MBT/KPz-70, their
agreement did not allow a parallel national tank program, but when the Leopard 1 MBT
was introduced into service in 1965, Porsche was awarded a contract to develop
improved components to increase its combat effectiveness to the standard demanded by
the MBT/KPz-70. This program lasted until 1967, when the contract expired and
became known as 'Vergoldeter Leopard' or 'Gilded Leopard'.

Picture 16: Leopard 1 MBT 1967

When the first cracks appeared in 1967 in the German - American cooperation program
for the joint development of the MBT/KPz-70, the German Ministry of Defense decided
to continue and to increase the development of the 'Vergoldeter Leopard', which later
became known as 'Keiler' (Wild Boar). Krauss-Maffei in Munich was chosen as the
main contractor, with Porsche involved in the development of the chassis and Wegmann
in that of the turret. In 1969 and 1970 two prototypes (ET 01 and ET 02), both powered
by the 10 cylinder MB 872 engine, were built for further evaluation. The prototypes
looked at first glance very much like the Leopard 1 A4, but with a wedge-shaped bow
and an exhaust grille moved to the rear plate. Ten of the seventeen turrets built were
fitted with a 105 mm smooth bore gun while the remaining seven had a 120 mm smooth
bore gun; both designed and produced by Rheinmetall.
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Picture 17: Rheinmetall Gun L44

Modifications included the new multi-layered (much like the British developed
"Chobham" armor, which consisted of layers of steel and ceramics) armor on the hull
and a new turret with a less sophisticated fire control system. Two chassis and three
turrets were built, and were ready in 1976. The first prototype had a turret with a
Hughes fire control system and a L7A3 105 mm main gun. The second one was
equipped with the same gun, but provisions were made to allow a quick adoption of the
Rheinmetall 120 mm smooth bore main gun. The third turret had a German fire control
system, including the EMES 13, and was to be used in the German test program. An
additional turret was built and was identical as the third, but had the Rheinmetall 120
mm smooth bore main gun installed from the beginning. However, the German
prototypes arrived in the US by the end of August 1976 and comparative tests between
the Leopard 2 AV and the XM1 prototypes were done at Aberdeen Proving Grounds,
lasting until December 1976.
In September 1977 the German MoD formally decided to go ahead with plans for
production of 1,800 Leopard 2, which were to be delivered in five batches. From the
original group of companies bidding for the contract, Krauss-Maffei was chosen as the
main contractor and systems manager. MaK became sub contractor and production was
to be shared between the two companies on the basis of 55% for Krauss-Maffei and
45% for MaK. Hughes developed the EMES 15 fire control in cooperation between
Krupp Atlas Elektronik, with the 120 mm smooth bore high-performance main gun
supplied by Rheinmetall with the turret. Without doubt, at the time of its introduction
(1979), the Leopard 2 was the most advanced tank in the world.16
The Germans succeeded in designing a tank with high success in all three areas of tank
design: mobility, firepower, and armor protection.

16

A.J. Barker, Modern Combat Vehicles 3: Leopard, 1981
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A total of 380 Leopard 2 tanks were built in the first batch, 209 by Krauss-Maffei
(Chassis Nr. 10001 to 10210) and 171 by Mak (Chassis Nr. 20001 to 20172), with the
first six delivered in 1979 to Army school 2 in Münster.
The second set began to be produced also in March 1982 and lasted until November
1983. 450 vehicles were built, 248 by Krauss-Maffei. Several changes were made to
identify vehicles of 3 the first and second batch. Due to the changes, the Leopard 2 from
the second batch were officially called Leopard 2A1.
In the third batch 300 tanks were built between November 1983 and November1984,
165 by Krauss-Maffei (Chassis Nr 10459-10623) and 135 by Mak (Chassis Nr 2037520509). The most notable changes were the addition of a deflector, which raises the
overview of the PERI R-17 tank commander from about 50 mm, and a larger cover
plate in the NBC protection system. These improvements were added retrospectively to
vehicles of the second batch, so that both were named Leopard 2A1.
The fourth batch was produced between December 1984 and December1985. The
production is more evenly divided, with 165 vehicles, Krauss-Maffei (Chassis Nr 10624
to 10788) and 135 Mak (Chassis Nr20510 to 20644), totaling 300. Because of the
changes, models of this group is officially called Leopard 2A3.
The fifth batch was produced between December 1985 and March 1987. 370 Leopard 2
were constructed, divided 190 by Krauss-Maffei (Chassis Nr10789 to 10979) and 180
by Mak (Chassis Nr 20645 to 20825). The fire control system was upgraded from
adding a new digital core, which allowed the use of new ammunition. You installed a
fire suppression system to improve the survival of the crew, before the system was only
of extinction. After a certain vehicle, they traded places idlers 2 and 3, taking them
further back. The protection level of the tower was increased to more than 700 mm and
1,000 mm KE projectiles for HEAT rounds. Apparently the ammunition hatch on the
left side of the tower was completely eliminated from the design, as only the soldering
before, but this just took place in a few of the latest models produced. Because of all
these changes, which were very important for the design, it was called Leopard2A4, and
in fact was the most advanced and widespread of all until the arrival of the Leopard 2A5
and Leopard 2A6 subsequently.
The sixth batch: the German government had asked only 5 sets, but orders were given to
sixth batch of 150 vehicles in June 1987 and was built 83 Krauss-Maffei (Chassis Nr
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10980-11062) and 67 by MaK (chassis Nr 20826-20892) between January 1988 and
May next year. This models are also known as Leopard 2A4.
The seventh batch started in May 1989 and ended in April 1990,100 vehicles were built
in this set, 55 were built by Krauss-Maffei (ChassisNr 11063-11117) and 45 by Mak
(Chassis Nr 20 893 to 20,937). As they were completely identical to the last tanks of the
sixth batch, they are also known as the Leopard 2A4.

Picture 18: Leopard II A4

Batch eight took place between January 1991 and March of next year. It consists of only
75 vehicles, distributed 41 per Krauss-Maffei (Chassis Nr 11118 to 11158) and 34 by
Mak (Chassis Nr 20938 to 20971). Small changes were made as modification of the
bases mortars and a reference system allows the shooter to quickly know the barrel
distortion caused by temperature increase, so fix these parameters compared with those
given by sensors. These are also called Leopard 2A4. The last one was delivered to the
tanks Battalion 8th Mountain, 19 March 1992, with an official ceremony in Munich,
represented more than a decade of production continued maybe it was the best battle
tank in the world. After these eight batches, there were 2,125 Leopard 2A4 tanks in
service in Germany.17

17

http://www. fprado.com/armorsite/leo2.htm
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6 Working with the vehicle
Once we had chosen the Leopard 2A4, the first part of the work was to make another
research to find more information about it. To achieve this aim, we used the Internet
again and the databases we could find. After a brainstorming session where every
member of the group explained what he had found, we finally decided to continue the
project on some of the parts of the tank which are the most important for its
performance, or the parts which are the heaviest such as:

•
•
•
•
•
•

The engine
The gearbox
The armor and the frame
The front of the tank
The gun
The continuous track and the wheels

Unlike to what we excepted, we did not find enough characteristics about the
continuous track of the tank, therefore we focused on the other parts to continue the
project.
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6.1 The engine: MTU MB 873 Ka-501
The first part needed for the tank to run is the engine. Converting heat energy into
motion, it provides the energy required for the mobility of the tank. MTU
Friedrichshafen GmbH, a German company, manufactures it. Originally designed for a
common US and German project in the 1960s, it was finally chosen for the Leopard 2.
The MTU MB 873 Ka-501 47.64 litre V-12 cylinder diesel engine develops 1,104 kW
at 2,600 rpm. The Leopard 2 maximum road speed is 68 km/h. It has a total weight of
2,200 kg.18

Dimensions of the Engine
Length

1801mm

Width

1975mm

Height

1030mm

Weight (dry)

2200kg

Oil capacity

118kg

Coolant capacity

65kg
Picture 19: Engine MTU MB 873 Ka-501

Table 4: Dimensions of the Engine

18

http://www.mtu-online-shop.de/fileadmin/dam/download_media/import_print/D_23054E_0601.pdf
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Characteristics of the Engine
Description

Turbocharged (two chargers) / intercooled

Bore / Stroke

170 / 175mm

Rated power

1100 kW

Rated Speed

2600rpm

Max. Torque

4700Nm

Displacement

47,64 litres

Compression ratio

18.0 / 17.5

Number of Cylinders

12 Cylinders, 90° Vee configuration

Cooling method

Pressurized, closed circuit liquid cooling
system

Injection method

Prechamber

Starting method

Electric

Pistons

Light metal forgings, oil-cooled

Table 5: Characteristics of the Engine

Concerning the range of the Leopard 2A4 with this engine, it can reach 470 km on a
road (with an average speed of 50 km/h) or 150 km on the terrain (average speed of 25
km/h). With a fuel capacity of 1260 litres, the usual fuel consumption is between 2,3
L/km on the road and 4,9 L/km on the terrain. The engine alone, in dry running, has a
consumption of 12,5 litre per hour.
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6.2 The gearbox: RENK HSWL 354
The HSWL 354 gearbox provides the speed and the torque, converting them from the
engine. The model used in the Leopard 2A4 is built by RENK, a German company
which is one of the worldwide manufacturers of quality special gears. The latest version
is built since 1983 and can provide power until 1300 kW. The engine / transmission
power pack of the Leopard 2 weighs 6120 kg.

Characteristics of the gearbox
Dimensions

1,722 x 1,140 x 785 mm

Maximum power

1320 kW

Vehicle weight

60 t

Power shift transmission

4 speed forward
4 speed reverse

Max. Torque

4700 Nm

Overall Ratio mechanical

4,75

Stall torque ratio

2,5

Weight

2250 kg

Table 6: Characteristics of the gearbox

Picture 20: Gearbox Renk HSWL 354
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6.3 The armor
The armor is one of the most important parts of the tank: a tank cannot be efficient if
not protected. Designed to protect the crew (4 soldiers) and keep the tank operational,
the armor is a composite made of steel plates, ceramic and tungsten. The ceramic tiles
are located in the steel matrix by pushing them into them after heating them. They can
also be stuck together using an epoxy resin but the first method offers better results
against kinetic penetrators (weapon that uses only its speed to cause damage). The
backing usually has half of the mass of the whole armor.

Picture 21: Structure of a composite

It is similar to the famous Chobham armor developed in the 1960s (ceramic tiles,
depleted uranium matrix, backing plates and elastic layers) but the main difference is
the use of tungsten instead of depleted uranium. The advantage of this evolution is that
tungsten has a better density and hardness while having better torsion ability.

6.4 Principle composite armor
Due to the very high hardness of the ceramic used in this kind of armor, the kinetic
energy penetrators are destroyed when they collide with the armor. They also offer a
higher resistance to the shaped charges (HEAT - High Explosive Anti-Tank). Moreover,
if the speed of the penetrators is increased, it won’t change the resistance of the armor
(the ceramics will break) but the penetrator will be destroyed whereas the frame of the
armor will resist.
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Picture 22: Effect of a composite armor

When the penetrator reaches the rubber layer after the composite, the rubber deforms
itself and expands which deforms the backing plates. In this case, the thickness of the
armor is increased and it offers a better protection against the different attacks,
compared to steel only. But the main disadvantage of the composite armor with
ceramics is in the case of several successive impacts, when the ceramic is already
destroyed, the resistance decrease, loosing much of their protective quality. This
composite armor with ceramics must not be compared with the reactive armor in which
contains an explosive charge between the backing plates. In this case, it explodes when
the penetrator reaches the charge and destroys the weapon. The table below shows some
of the equivalent thicknesses of the armor. The equivalence is made with RHA (Rolled
Homogenous Armor), which is a kind of basic steel. Because the armors are nowadays
made with more than one material, it is the easiest and most common way to compare
different armors.19
Armor Thickness (RHA)
Front

Turret: 590 – 690 mm
Glacis: 600 mm
Lower front hull: 600mm

Side:

Turret: 150 – 200 mm
Tub (track): 100 – 250 mm

Table7: Armor Thickness in RHA of Leopard II A4
19

http://collinsj.tripod.com/protect.htm
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6.5 The turret
One of the most important parts of the tank is the turret. The main function is
observation of the territory, localization of enemy and effective destruction of a target.
It is one of the most vulnerable parts for the attack therefore it has to be well protected.
That is why it is very important to choose the proper material, which will ensure safety
for soldiers.
The material used right now in Leopard 2 is ATI 500-MIL™ steel.20 The total mass of
Leopard 2A4 turret is 3780 kilograms and we assumed that the electronics inside should
not weight more than 100 kilograms. From the simple calculation we estimated that the
weight of turret armor should be around 3680 kilograms. The next step was to find the
volume of the material needed to produce the tank turret for Leopard 2A4.

Picture 23: Turret of Leopard IIA4

20

http://www.leopard2upgrade.romanmbt.com/
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6.6 The gun: Rheinmetall Defence L44
The gun L44 is manufactured by the German company, Rheinmetall Defence which is
one of the world's leading suppliers of large calibre weapons and ammunition. Their
production started in 1974.

Picture 24: Rheinmetall gun L44

The name L44 comes from the dimensions of the gun. As it is 44 calibres long (the
length is equal to 44 times the diameter of the gun), it was named L44. The gun is made
of tank steel and has a calibre of 120mm, which provides to the barrel a weight of 1.190
kg. The gun has a total mass of 3.780 kg.

Picture 25: Structure of Rheimetall 120mm Gun L44
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8 Weight Calculation of Leopard II A4
We had known that it would be difficult to find the exact thickness of the tank armor,
because it is top-secret information. If it is possible to find such information on the
Internet or from other public sources, it will be too easy to create one weapon capable of
destroying a whole tank. Because we were unable to find information about the armor
thickness of Leopard 2A4, we were forced to look for another approach. We had to
think like real engineers. We tried to choose a similar tank for which we were able to
find the thickness of the material needed to produce armor. The result of our research is
the Polish tank PT-91.

Picture 26: Polish tank PT-91

We decided to use armor thickness of PT-91 instead of Leopard 2A4, because both of
them are very similar in terms of the year of production, dimensions and application on
a battleground. In the table below we present the thickness of armor for different parts
of our tank.
Leopard IIA4 armor parts

Thickness of the material

Front

100 mm

Rear

80 mm

Sides

80 mm

Plate under the tank

150 mm

Table 8: Material thickness of Leopard IIA4
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To make the calculation of the weight of the Leopard II easier, we decided to divide the
tank into geometrical parts. We choose the forms of a cuboid, trapeze and circle. The
volume of these figures are declared as follow:

Picture 27: Geometrical figures

8.1 The side of Leopard II

Volume I

Volume II

V1 = a * b * c

V2 = a * b * c

V1 = 91cm * 20cm *8cm

V2 = 652, 7cm * 40cm *8cm

V1 = 14560cm3

V2 = 208864cm3

Volume III

Volume IV

⎛a+c⎞
V3 = ⎜
⎟ * h *8cm
⎝ 2 ⎠
⎛ 25, 6cm + 40cm ⎞
V3 = ⎜
⎟ * 25, 2cm *8cm
2
⎝
⎠

⎛a+c⎞
V3 = ⎜
⎟ * h *8cm
⎝ 2 ⎠
⎛ 101cm + 71cm ⎞
V3 = ⎜
⎟ * 25, 6cm *8cm
2
⎝
⎠
3
V3 = 17612,8cm

V3 = 6612, 48cm3
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Volume Complete

Vcomplete = V1 + V2 + V3 + V4
Vcomplete = 14560cm3 + 208864cm3 + 6612, 48cm3 + 17612,8cm3
Vcomplete = 247649, 28cm3

8.2 The upper front of Leopard II

Volume I

Volume II

1
g * h *8cm
2
1
V1 = 173,5cm *33cm *8cm
2
V1 = 22902cm3
V1 =

Volume IIIa

V3a = a * b * c
V3a = 315cm *33cm *8cm
V3a = 83160cm3

V2 = a * b * c
V2 = 238cm *33cm *8cm
V2 = 62832cm3

Volume IIIb

1
V3b = * g * h *8cm
2
1
V3b = *315cm *15cm *8cm
2
V3b = 18900cm3

Volume Complete

VComplete = V1 + V2 + V3a + V3b
VComplete = 22902cm3 + 62832cm3 + 83160cm3 + 18900cm3
VComplete = 187794cm3
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8.3 The Front Armor and Down Armor of Leopard II

Lower front part (10cm thickness)

V = a *b *c <
V = 213cm *108, 7cm *10cm
V = 231531cm3

Upper front part (10cm thickness)

V1 = a * b * c

V2 = a * b * c

V1 = 213cm *80cm *10cm

V2 = 213cm *119cm *10cm

V1 = 170400cm3

V2 = 253470cm3
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Bottom plate (15cm thickness)

V = a *b *c
V = 511cm * 213cm *15cm
V = 1632645cm3

Plate on the tank

Hole in plate

V = a *b *c

V = π * r 2 *8cm

V = 350cm *427cm *8cm

V = π *100cm 2 *8cm

V = 1195600cm3

V = 251328cm3

Volume Plate with a whole

Vcomplete = VPlate − VWhole
Vcomplete = 1195600cm3 − 251328cm3
Vcomplete = 944272cm3
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8.4 Total volume of Leopard IIA4 Armor
495299cm3

2x Side
+

2x Side Up

+

375588cm3

+

Front Up

+

423870cm3

+

Front Down

+

231531cm3

+

Down

+

1632645cm3

+

Plate of tank

+

944272cm3

4103205cm3

Total Volume

8.5 Mass calculation of Leopard IIA4
7,85 g / cm3
1000
7,85 g / cm3
4103205cm3 *
= 32210,16 Kg
1000

V*

32210,16Kg

Armor
+

Turret

+

3780Kg

+

Pipe

+

1190Kg

+

Engine / Gearbox

+

4450Kg

+

Tracks

+

5000Kg

+

Electrical Systems

+

3000Kg

+

Weapons / Bullet / Rockets

+

3000Kg

+

Petrol (1160 Litres)

+

987Kg

Total Weight

53617,16Kg
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9 The proposals of our new Material for the armor
To improve the weight of the armor we had a lot of possibilities. We could find new
materials with similar properties or we could create new composite with new materials
or with materials which the Army uses now. During our research and comparison of
materials, we found a material called “ALPORAS.” This material is aluminium foam,
like a sponge, which is between two thin aluminium plates. Because of the combination
between foam and plate, the material has a light density and has high stiffness.21

AlMg3

AlMg3
Al - Foam

21

http://www.gleich.de/files/datenblatt_alporas.pdf
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Technical properties of “ALPORAS” foam sandwich
Density (average)

0,25 g/cm3

E-modulus

0,7 GPa

Shear modulus

0.3 GPa

Shear strength

1,2MPa

Ultimate tensile strength Rm

1,6 MPa

Peak stress (compression)

1,5 MPa

Yield strength Rp0,2

1,5 MPa

Bending strength

2,8 MPa

Coefficient of thermal expansion

23,4 x 10-6/K

Poisson´s ratio

0,33

Specific energy absorption

5,5 kJ/kg

(in case of 40% compression)
Table 9: Properties of aluminium foam
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9.1 Proposal No. I

Bullet

FeC Al

FeC

The Bullet must first destroy the layer of steel and then it is be broken by the aluminum
sponge. If this is not successful, the last layer of steel will break the bullet. In this
solution, all the materials have the same thickness (FeC / Al / FeC). Because of this, the
density of the material will be as follow:

2, 67cm *0, 25 g / cm3 = 0, 68 g / cm3
2, 67cm *7,85 g / cm3 = 20,96 g / cm3
(2* 20,96 g / cm3 ) + 0, 68 g / cm3 = 42, 6 g / cm3
42, 6 g / cm3
= 5,33g / cm3
8cm
By changing the material to our proposal, the weight will be changed as follow:

5,33g / cm3
m =V *
1000
5,33g / cm3
m = 4103205cm3 *
= 21870, 08Kg
1000

32210 Kg − 21871Kg = 10339 Kg
We save about 10339Kg with this material solution. In Percent of the whole tank:

55100 Kg = 100%
10339 Kg = X
10339 Kg *100
X=
= 18, 76%
55100 Kg
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9.2 Proposal No. II

Bullet

FeC

Al FeC

Our second suggestion is to choose only a thin part of APORAS aluminum foam and
therefore a bigger part of steel (FeC). The bullet must destroy the first layer of steel and
will be stopped by the layer of aluminum foam. If not, the second big part of steel will
stop the bullet. In this case the aluminum foam has a thickness of 10mm and the steel on
each side 35mm. Because of this dimensions we get following density:

1, 0cm *0, 25 g / cm3 = 0, 25 g / cm3
3,5cm *7,85 g / cm3 = 27, 475 g / cm3
(2* 27, 475 g / cm3 ) + 0, 25 g / cm3 = 55, 2 g / cm3
55, 2 g / cm3
= 6,9 g / cm3
8cm
By changing the material to our proposal, the weight will be changed as follow:

V*

6,9 g / cm3
1000

4103205cm3 *

6,9 g / cm3
= 28312,11Kg
1000

32210 Kg − 28312Kg = 3898Kg
We save about 3898Kg using this material solution. In Percent of the whole tank:

55100 Kg = 100%
3898Kg = X
3898Kg *100
X=
= 7, 07%
55100 Kg
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9.3 Proposal No. III

Bullet

FeC

Al FeC

As third proposal we suggest taking a thicker part of steel for the first part of this
composite and a thinner as for the last part. In this case the aluminum foam and one part
of steel (FeC) have a thickness of 20mm each. The bigger part of steel has a thickness
of 40mm. Using this proposal the density will be as follow:

2cm *0, 25 g / cm3 = 0,5 g / cm3
6cm *7,85 g / cm3 = 47,1g / cm3
47,1g / cm3 + 0,5 g / cm3 = 47, 6 g / cm3
47, 6 g / cm3
= 5,95 g / cm3
8cm
By replacing the material to our proposal, the weight will be changed as follow:

5,95 g / cm3
1000
3
3 5,95 g / cm
m = 4103205cm *
= 24414, 07 Kg
1000
m =V *

32210 Kg − 24415Kg = 7795Kg
We save about 7795Kg using this material solution. In terms of percentage of the whole
tank:

55100 Kg = 100%
7795Kg = X
7795Kg *100
X=
= 14,15%
55100 Kg
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9.4 Proposal No. IV

Bullet

FeC

Al

FeC

Our fourth idea is to choose a little part of steel and a little part of aluminum. This
combination should stop most of the commonly used bullets. If a bullet breaks this
combination, the last thicker part of steel will stop it.
In this case the calculation will be the same as in proposal No. III:

2cm *0, 25 g / cm3 = 0,5 g / cm3
6cm *7,85 g / cm3 = 47,1g / cm3
47,1g / cm3 + 0,5 g / cm3 = 47, 6 g / cm3
47, 6 g / cm3
= 5,95 g / cm3
8cm
By changing the material to our proposal, the weight will be changed as follow:

5,95 g / cm3
1000
5,95 g / cm3
m = 4103205cm3 *
= 24414, 07 Kg
1000
m =V *

32210 Kg − 24415Kg = 7795Kg
We save about 7795Kg with this material solution. In Percent of the whole tank:

55100 Kg = 100%
7795Kg = X
7795Kg *100
X=
= 14,15%
55100 Kg
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9.5 Proposal No. V

Bullet

FeC

Al

FeC

As our last proposal we choose to take a 20mm part of steel (FeC) and a 40mm part of
aluminium foam. First of all, the bullet must destroy the layer of steel. If this happens,
the big layer of aluminium foam will stop it. Even if not, there will be the last part of
steel for protecting the armor against the bullet. Because of this combination the density
will be the following:

4cm *0, 25 g / cm3 = 1, 00 g / cm3
4cm *7,85 g / cm3 = 31, 4 g / cm3
31, 4 g / cm3 + 1, 00 g / cm3 = 32, 4 g / cm3
32, 4 g / cm3
= 4, 05 g / cm3
8cm
By changing the material to our proposal, the weight will be changed as follow:

4, 05 g / cm3
1000
4, 05 g / cm3
m = 4103205cm3 *
= 16617,98Kg
1000
m =V *

32210 Kg − 16618Kg = 15592 Kg
We save about 15592Kg with this material solution. In Percent of the whole tank:

55100 Kg = 100%
15592 Kg = X
15592 Kg *100
X=
= 28,30%
55100 Kg
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10 The proposal for the new engine
The heart of every single vehicle is the engine. That is why we decided to start
improving the mass of our tank by finding a lighter power feed. It was not a difficult
task, because the company MTU Friedrichshafen GmbH, which produces the engine for
Leopard IIA4 also produces another, lighter engine, which seemed to be perfect for our
needs. The MT 883 Ka-500 27.4-liter V-12 cylinder diesel engine has very similar
parameters and it is 400 kilograms lighter than the currently used one.22 We realized
that the price of our proposition is of course higher, but during the whole project we
rather concentrate on the weight not on the costs. Below we present the table with the
comparison of the engine used in Leopard 2A4 and our proposal for the future.

Engine used now

Proposition for the future

MTU MB 873 Ka-501

MT 883 Ka-500

Rated power max. kW

1100

1100

Speed max. rpm

2600

2700

Length (L) mm

1800

1488

Width (W) mm

1975

972

Height (H) mm

1060

742

Mass (dry) kg

2200

1800

170/175

144/140

Cylinder displacement l

3,97

2,28

Displacement, total l

47,6

27,4

Parameters / Engine symbol

Bore/Stroke mm

Table 10: Comparison of Engines

22

http://www.mtu-online.com/mtu/mtu/
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11 The proposal for the turret
After researching we know the density of ATI 500- MIL™ steel is 7,850 g/cm3 and the
mass of the turret is 3680 kilograms = 3680000 grams.
Calculation of the total volume:

V=

m 3680000 g
=
= 468789,8cm3
3
p 7,85 g / cm

Knowing the total volume of the material which is needed to produce the tank turret, we
were trying to find materials with similar mechanical properties and lower density. Our
proposal of the new material for the turret is Titanium ATSM Grade 38.23 The table
below presents the comparison of ATI 500- MIL™ and titanium ATSM Grade 38.

Mechanical Properties / Material

ATI 500-MIL™ steel

Hardness

Titanium ATSM Grade 38

53 HRC

36 HRC

Tensile Strenght

1792 Mpa

1140 Mpa

Yield Strength

1034 Mpa

1020 Mpa

13%

12%

7.850g/cm3

4.48 g/cm3

38 J

36 J

Elongation
Density
Charpy impact
Table 11: Comparion of steel and Titanium

The hardness of titanium is substantially smaller, but to increase the hardness we can
use the nitriding process. For example, after gas nitriding the hardness of our material
should increase even to 20 HRC. Tensile strength is also a little smaller, however it is
less important when it comes to ballistic properties. The most important properties for
us are hardness, charpy impact and of course density of the material.
Because of the price of titanium, we decided to create two propositions for our new
turret: a cheaper and a more expensive one.

23

http://www.alternatewars.com/BBOW/Ballistics/Armor_Material.htm
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Our first proposition will be the more expensive one. We decided to use only titanium,
which has nearly the same volume as steel.
The volume of the material for the turret is about 468789,8 cm3 and the density of
titanium ATSM Grade 38 is 4,48 g/cm3 The calculation for the weight is as follows:

m =V * p
m = 468789,8cm3 *4, 48 g / cm3
m = 2100, 2 Kg

3680 Kg − 2100, 2 Kg = 1579,8Kg
In this case we reduced the weight by 1580 Kg. This is a very good option, because the
mass reduction is about 43% of the total mass of the turret. In order to the price of
titanium we also decided to take a second option into consideration with a composite
material, made of steel and titanium. Therefore our second proposal will be a cheaper
than the first one. We decided to use 300000 cm3 of steel and 200000 cm3 of titanium.

m = 300000cm3 *7,85 g / cm3 + 200000cm 3*4, 48 g / cm3
m = 2355Kg + 896 Kg
m = 3251Kg

3680 Kg − 3251Kg = 429 Kg
In second proposition we used more materials, nevertheless the mass of our turret
decreased by 429 Kg.
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12 The proposal for the gearbox
Because it is difficult to find more precise information about the gearbox than the one
already presented above, we had to estimate the materials from which the gearbox is
built.

12.1 Gears
We found in a report from Nasa that most of the helicopter gears built in the same
period are made of SAE-9310 steel.24 It is an alloy used in automotive applications,
structural components, bearings, and gears. After the heat treatment, quenched and
tempered from about 900°C, it has the following properties25:

Density (g/cm3)

7.86

Tensile Strength (MPa)

1150

0,2 Yield Strength (MPa)

900

Elongation (%)

14

Reduction in area

65

Hardness (HRC)

36

Table 12: Properties of SAE-9310 steel

The tanks gears need to have similar characteristics, because they are used in the same
conditions. We found that the materials used in the Leopard 2 have quite similar ones.
The gears used in army vehicles can be critical components. The maximum
performance gears in helicopters operate under higher speeds, loads, and surface
temperatures than most other gears and are prone to scoring, surface pitting, and tooth

24

http://ntrs.nasa.gov/archive/nasa/casi.ntrs.nasa.gov/19800016828_1980016828.pdf

25

http://www.atimetals.com/aerospace/docs/aerospacebrochures/Metals%20for%20Aerospace%20and%20Power%20Generation.pdf
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bending fatigue. That is why the replacement of the materials by others is a difficult
operation. Here are some of other materials available for this use26:

Density (g/cm3)

AMS 6265

Nickelvac X-2M Alloy

-

-

SAE 9310

UNS K61650

Ti-6Al-4V

Ti-10V-2Fe-3Al

7.86

7.75

4.43

4.65

1150

1207

950

1241

Strength (MPa)

900

1138

880

1104

Elongation (%)

14

16

14

8

Hardness (HRC)

36 HRC

36 HRC

36 HRC

41 HRC

Tensile Strength
(MPa)
0,2 Yield

Table 13: Properties of new materials

Although the Ti-6Al-4V might be enough resistant, our final choice for the gears is the
titanium alloy Ti-10V-2Fe-3Al, which has a better tensile strength. The titanium alloy
must be heat treated in order to reduce the residual stress, produce an optimum
combination of ductility and dimensional and structural stability and also to increase the
strength.
The properties above are obtained after this cycle of heat treatment27:
•

Forging between 871°C and 927°C

•

Solution treating between 752°C and 754°C for 1 hour, then water quenched

•

Ageing between 482°C and 510°C for 8 hours

26

http://www.atimetals.com/aerospace/docs/aerospacebrochures/Metals%20for%20Aerospace%20and%20Power%20Generation.pdf
27

http://www.keytometals.com/Article97.htm
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An interesting treatment is the oxygen diffusion strengthening of Ti-6Al-4V alloy. It
increases the hardness of the titanium alloy and the friction coefficient, which are
essential characteristics of this alloy when it is used for gears.28

12.2 Gearbox
As for the boxes of the gearboxes, they are usually made of aluminium alloys. We know
the dimensions of the gearbox of our tank: 1,722 x 1,140 x 785 mm. Due to its size, we
consider that it is also made with an aluminium alloy: a cast iron or steel alloy gearbox
would be much heavier (the density is between 7.4 and 7.8 – an aluminium alloy is
close to 2.7). Because of this we did not change the material of the box.

12.3 Mass Calculation of the gearbox
This part is an estimation of the new mass of the gearbox. We consider that we change
only the materials of the gears.

thickness = 40mm
DensityAlalloy = 2, 7 g / cm3
A * B = 1722mm *1140mm = 1963080mm 2
A * C = 1722mm *785mm = 1351770mm 2
B * C = 1140mm *785mm = 894900mm 2
VolumeTotal = 2* 40mm *( A * B + A * C + B * C )
VolumeTotal = 336.780.000mm3
mbox = VTotal * p Al − Alloy
mbox = 336.780cm3 * 2, 7 g / cm3
mbox = 909306 g = 909 Kg

28

Oxygen Diffusion Strengthening of Ti6Al4V Alloy in Glow Discharge Plasma, by BG Wendler, T
Liskiewicz, L Kaczmarek, B Januszewicz, D Rylska, S Fouvry, A Rylski, M Jachowicz
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Now we know the weight of the box and can estimate other parts.

mgearbox = 2250 Kg
mother = mgearbox − mbox
mother = 2250 Kg − 909 Kg
mother = 1341Kg
From this weight, we can consider that the gears’ mass is about 1 ton. But we can also
estimate the weight of the gears as follow:

Vgears =

mgears
psteel

=

1t
1000000 g
=
= 127226, 463cm3
3
3
7,86 g / cm
7,86 g / cm

mgears = Vgears * psteel
mgears = 127226, 463cm3 *

7,86 g / cm3
= 999,99 Kg ≈ 1000 Kg
1000

mgears = Vgears * pTi
mgears = 127226, 463cm3 *

4, 65 g / cm3
1000

mgears = 591, 60 Kg
mgears ≈ 592 Kg
mreduce = 2250 Kg − ((592 Kg + 909 Kg (1341Kg − 1000 Kg ))
mreduce = 408Kg
Finally, by changing the material of the gears from a steel alloy to the titanium alloy Ti10V-2Fe-3Al, we gain about 400 kg. Even if there are some approximations in some of
the values used for the calculation, the real value might be close to ours.
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13 New Mass Calculation of Leopard II A4
To improve the weight of the tank, we have now different options. We decided to make
a calculation for the lightest option and for the heaviest one, which nevertheless will be
lighter than an original Leopard IIA4. This shows the whole success of our project and
our choices of material thicknesses and new proposals.
The lightest version consists of the material proposal No. 5, where the new material has
a big part of aluminum foam instead of steel, and the turret, which is only made of
titanium.

16618Kg

Armor
+

Turret

+

2200Kg

+

Pipe

+

1190Kg

+

Engine / Gearbox

+

3650Kg

+

Tracks

+

5000Kg

+

Electrical parts

+

3000Kg

+

Weapons / Bullet / Rockets

+

3000Kg

+

Petrol

+

987Kg

Total Weight

35645Kg

Our new Leopard IIA4 will weight in the lightest version about 35645Kg. In
comparison to the original Leopard IIA4 we save following percentage value:

55100 Kg = 100%
19455 Kg = X
19455Kg *100
X=
= 35,31%
55100 Kg
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Our heaviest option, but nevertheless lighter than an original Leopard IIA4, will
consists of our material proposal No. 2 and the turret, which in this case will be made of
a titanium and aluminum composite.

28313Kg

Armor
+

Turret

+

3351Kg

+

Pipe

+

1190Kg

+

Engine / Gearbox

+

3650Kg

+

Tracks

+

5000Kg

+

Electrical parts

+

3000Kg

+

Weapons / Bullet / Rockets

+

3000Kg

+

Petrol

+

987Kg

Total weight

48491Kg

Our new Leopard IIA4 in the heaviest version will weight about 48491Kg. In
comparison to the original Leopard IIA4 we save following percentage value:

55100 Kg = 100%
6609 Kg = X
6609 Kg *100
X=
= 11,99% ≈ 12%
55100 Kg
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By reducing the weight of the tank, the ballistic properties should not been forgotten.
Therefore we took another, more realistic, calculation into consideration. This
calculation consists of material proposal No. 1, because we think that this material
proposal has the best level of ballistic protection. As a choice for the material for the
turret, we take titanium, because it has almost the same properties as steel, but is has a
lower density.

21871Kg

Armor
+

Turret

+

3351Kg

+

Pipe

+

1190Kg

+

Engine / Gearbox

+

3650Kg

+

Tracks

+

5000Kg

+

Electrical parts

+

3000Kg

+

Weapons / Bullet / Rockets

+

3000Kg

+

Petrol

+

987Kg

Total Weight

42049Kg

Our new Leopard IIA4 will weight about 42049Kg. In comparison to the original
Leopard IIA4 we save following percentage value:

55100 Kg = 100%
13051Kg = X
13051Kg *100
X=
= 23, 69%
55100 Kg
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14 Cost Estimation
Unfortunately we did not know the exact costs for some parts of the Leopard IIA4, like
the electrical parts and systems inside or tracks. Because of this lack of knowledge, we
cannot estimate the cost of the whole tank. Therefore we only estimated the costs of the
materials and compared our results with prices of commonly used materials. For
obaining prices of steel, aluminum and titanium we asked to different German steel
producing companies, by using the material number, to get offers and compared prices.
The offer from the German company “Quick Metall GmbH” from June 8th 2011:
Material Number

Price €/Kg

1.7263

3,00 – 5,00 €/Kg

1.6355

80,00 – 100,00 €/Kg

1.6565

8,00 – 12,00 €/Kg

3.7165

80,00 – 120,00 €/Kg

3.3547

12,00 – 15,00 €/Kg

3.1354

18,00 – 22,00 €/Kg

3.0259

8,00 – 10,00 €/Kg

Table 14: Price of new materials

The German company “D+S Spezialstahl” offers on the June 9th 2011 plates of TiAl6V4:
Size

Price €/Kg

1000 x 2000 x 8 mm

52,00 €/Kg

1000 x 2000 x 80 mm

42,00€/Kg

Table 15: Price of Ti-Al6V4
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The German company “Gleich Service-Center Nord GmbH & Co. KG” offers us in an
email of June 10th 2011 “Alporas” Aluminum foam sandwich plates with 1mm
Aluminum sheet in every side as follows:
Size

Price in €

1500 x 3000x 10 mm=45000 cm3

648,93 €

1500 x 3000x 30 mm=135000 cm3

1283,20 €

Table 16: Prices of aluminum foam

With these prices we calculated also the prices for following thicknesses:
Size

Price in €

1500 x 3000 x 20 mm = 90000 cm3

855,47 €

1500 x 3000 x 27,6 mm = 124200 cm3

1180,54 €

1500 x 3000 x 40 mm = 180000 cm3

1710,93 €

Table 17: Estimation of aluminum foam prices

These are the offers we have used for our cost estimation. Nevertheless we recieved
more offers from different companies, which we have enclosed with the report.

14.1 Cost Estimation for our new materials
First of all we want to calculate the cost of armor if only steel is used. Therefore we use
Material 1.7263 with the highest price of 5,00 €/Kg:

32210 Kg *5, 00€ = 161050€

The whole armor made of steel 1.7263 costs 161050€.
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For our first material proposal we calculation will be the following:

VArmor = 4103205cm3
1
VFoam = 4103205cm3 * = 1367735cm3
3
124200cm3 = 1180,54€
1367735cm3 = X
1367735cm3 *1180,54€
124200cm3
X = 13000,53€
X=

VSteel = VArmor − VFoam
VSteel = 4103205cm3 − 1367735cm3
VSteel = 2735470cm3
m = VSteel * p
m = 2735470cm3 *7,85 g / cm3
m = 21473, 44 Kg
21473, 44 Kg *5, 00€ = 107367, 20€
13000,53€ + 107367, 20€ = 120367, 73€
With the proposal No. I we obtain a lighter version of the tank and also save more than
40682 Euro compared with steel.
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For our second proposal the calculation will be the following:

VArmor = 4103205cm3
4103205cm3 = 100%
Xcm3 = 87,5%
4103205cm3 *87,5%
100%

X=

X = 3590304,38cm3
m = VSteel * p
m = 3590304,38cm3 *7,85 g / cm3
m = 28183,89 Kg
28183,89 Kg *5, 00€ = 140919, 45€
VArmor = 4103205cm3
VFoam = VArmor − VSteel
VFoam = 4103205cm3 − 3590304,38cm3
VFoam = 512900, 62cm3
45000cm3 = 648,93€
512900, 62cm3 = X
X=

512900, 62cm3 *648,93€
45000cm3

X = 7396,37€
140919, 45€ + 7396,37€ = 148315,82€
With our second proposal we are lighter and also save about 12735 Euro compared to
steel.
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For our third and fourth proposal the calculation will be the same as follows:

VArmor = 4103205cm3
4103205cm3 = 100%
Xcm3 = 75%
4103205cm3 *75%
X=
100%
X = 3077403, 75cm3
m = VSteel * p
m = 3077403, 75cm3 *7,85 g / cm3
m = 24157, 62 Kg
24157, 62 KgKg *5, 00€ = 120788,10€
VArmor = 4102105cm3
VFoam = VArmor − VSteel
VFoam = 4102105cm3 − 3077403, 75cm3
VFoam = 1024701, 25cm3
90000cm3 = 855, 47€
1024701, 25cm3 = X
X=

1024701, 25cm3 *855, 47€
90000cm3

X = 9740, 01€
120788,10€ + 9740, 01€ = 130528,11€
In this case we are lighter and save about 30521 Euro against steel.
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Cost Estimation
The calculation for our last proposal as follows:

VArmor = 4103205cm3
4103205cm3 = 100%
Xcm3 = 50%
4103205cm3 *50%
X=
100%
X = 2051602,5cm3
m = VSteel * p
m = 2051602,5cm3 *7,85 g / cm3
m = 16105, 08 Kg
16105, 08 Kg *5, 00€ = 80525, 40€
VArmor = 4103205cm3
VFoam = VArmor − VSteel
VFoam = 4103205cm3 − 2051602,5cm3
VFoam = 2051602,5cm3
180000cm3 = 1710,93€
2051602,5cm3 = X
X=

2051602,5cm3 *1710,93€
180000cm3

X = 19500,82€
80525, 40€ + 19500,82€ = 100026, 22€
In the last case we obtain a lighter version and save about 61023 Euro.
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14.2 Cost estimation for the new turret
Also for the turret we have two material proposals. First we calculate the material costs
for the steel turret made of 1.7263:

m =V * p
m = 468789,8cm3 *7,85 g / cm3
m = 3679999,9 g = 3680 Kg
P = m *5, 00€
P = 3680 Kg *5, 00€
P = 18400€
After we calculate the material costs for the titanium turret made of 3.7165:

m =V * p
m = 468789,8cm3 *4, 48 g / cm3
m = 2100, 2 Kg

2100, 2 Kg *120, 00€ = 252024€
In this case we got lighter, but the turret will be about 233600 Euro more expensive!
The second proposal is to use a composite of steel and titanium. We have used
following:

m = 300000cm3 *7,85 g / cm3 + 200000cm 3*4, 48 g / cm3
m = 2355Kg + 896 Kg
m = 3251Kg
2355 Kg *5€ = 11775€
896 Kg *120€ = 107520€
11775€ + 107520€ = 119295€
The composite material is the best solution, because we get a lighter version and it is
only about 100000 Euro more expensive.29

29

http://www.leopard2upgrade.romanmbt.com/
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15 Conclusion
In our project we found a new materials to reduce the weight of an armored vehicle for
the army. But we only acquired knowledge about the vehicles, their requirements during
a war and the properties of the materials by using databases or by surfing the Internet,
not by touching materials or testing ballistic protection levels in a laboratory. We found
different materials for reducing the weight of Leopard IIA4, but we created a new
composite material with new properties. The next part of the project will be to test our
material proposals in a laboratory, because since today it has not been used in ballistic
conditions. The project team must test the protection level for the armor, the turret and
other parts of the tank. They must also calculate the properties of the materials, like
density, hardness, etc. Due to the rapid development of technology, a number of new
materials are likely to appear on the market, such as Nano ceramics, and this should also
be tested by the new team. Therefore we suggest, as title for the new project, “New
materials for ballistic protection”
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https://www.gmxattachments.net/de/cgi/g.fcgi/mail/print/fullhtml?mid=babgech.1307913771.22455.g53btefu63.69&type=print

Von:
An:
Kopie:
Betreff:
Datum:

12.06.11 23:24

"Alexander Hoppe" <alexander.hoppe@gmx.net>
alexander.hoppe@gmx.net
Fwd: WG: Anfrage
12.06.2011 23:11:43

Von: "D. Verhoeven" <Verhoeven@s-dspezialstahl.de>
An: alexander.hoppe@gmx.net
Datum: 08.06.2011 16:02
Betreff: Anfrage

Sehr geehrter Herr Hoppe,
wir danken für Ihre Anfrage und bieten freibl. wie folgt an:
Platten aus Titan AL6V4 gem. AMS 4911, entspr. W.-Nr. 3.7164/3.7165,
mit APZ entspr. EN 10204/3.1
1 Stk. 8 x 1000 x 2000 mm
1 Stk. 80 x 1000 x 2000 mm

52,-- !/Kg
42,-- !/Kg

+ Mwst, ab Lager Stelle, a.V.
aus freibl. Lagerneuzugang in ca. 10 Tagen
Wir würden uns freuen, wenn unser Angebot für Sie von Interesse wäre.
Mit freundlichen Grüßen
i.V. Dirk Verhoeven
Produktmanager Titan - Medizintechnik
S + D Spezialstahl
Handelsgesellschaft mbH
Verkaufsbüro:
Werftstraße 23
D-40549 Düsseldorf

Hauptsitz :
Im Grund 5
D-21435 Stelle

Tel.: +49 (0) 211 230 999 – 10
Fax: +49 (0) 211 230 999 – 26
Email: verhoeven@s-dspezialstahl.de
Internet: www.s-d-spezialstahl.de
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https://www.gmxattachments.net/de/cgi/g.fcgi/mail/print/fullhtml?mid=babgech.1307914044.13731.rwdwotk0xx.75&type=print

Von:
An:
Kopie:
Betreff:
Datum:

12.06.11 23:27

"Alexander Hoppe" <alexander.hoppe@gmx.net>
alexander.hoppe@gmx.net
Re: Anfrage
12.06.2011 23:16:05

Von: "info@quickmet.de" <quickmet@t-online.de>
An: alexander.hoppe@gmx.net
Datum: 08.06.2011 14:36
Betreff: Re: Anfrage
Sehr geehrter Herr Hoppe,
Angebot siehe unten!
mit freundlichen Grüßen - peter losert
Quick Metall GmbH Deutschland
-----Original-Nachricht----Subject: Anfrage
Date: Wed, 08 Jun 2011 14:04:32 +0200
From: alexander.hoppe@gmx.net
To: info@quickmet.de
Sehr geehrte Damen und Herren,
ich bitte Sie um Preise in !/kg für folgende Werkstoffe:
je nach Menge und Produktform hier z.B. Rund jeweils ! / kg
1.7263
1.6355
1.6565
3.7165
3.3547
3.1354
3.0259

- 3,00 - 5,00
- 80,00 - 100,00
- 8,00 - 12,00
- 80,00 - 120,00
- 12,00 - 15,00
- 18,00 - 22,00
- 8,00 - 10,00

dies ist eine allgemeine Anfrage. Ich brauche "nur" eine Preisangabe.
Ich würde mich freuen wenn Sie mir weiterhelfen können.
Gerne nehmen wir auch Aufträge entgegen !!
Seite 1 von 2
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https://www.gmxattachments.net/de/cgi/g.fcgi/mail/print/fullhtml?mid=babgech.1307914242.30006.t2bbct2z9t.71&type=print

Von:
An:
Kopie:
Betreff:
Datum:

12.06.11 23:31

"Alexander Hoppe" <alexander.hoppe@gmx.net>
alexander.hoppe@gmx.net
Quotation for ultralight,fireproof, soundproof aluminum foam with aluminum sheet--CHINA BEIHAI
12.06.2011 23:22:34

-------- Original-Nachricht -------Datum: Wed, 8 Jun 2011 11:50:16 +0200
Von: "José Del Águila Berruezo" <lobito50@hotmail.com>
> De: "Chloe_CHINA BEIHAI" <sales21@chinabeihai.net>
> Fecha: 8 de junio de 2011 04:36:59 GMT+02:00
> Para: José Del Águila Berruezo <lobito50@hotmail.com>
> Cc: "..Mark Foam" <sales@chinabeihai.net>
> Asunto: Quotation for ultralight,fireproof, soundproof aluminum foam with aluminum sheet--CHINA
BEIHAI
>
> Dear José del Águila,
>
> Good morning!
>
> Thanks for your prompt reply.
>
> The quotation is as follows:
> Composited Aluminum foam panel(AFP) with 1mm/0.5mm thick aluminum sheet on both sides
> 500*500*(10mm AFP +0.5mm +0.5mm)
USD107.19/sqm FOB Shanghai price
> 500*500*(30mm AFP +0.5mm +0.5mm)
USD216.56/sqm
> 500*500*(10mm AFP + 1 mm + 1 mm)
USD120.31/sqm
> 500*500*(30mm AFP + 1 mm + 1 mm)
USD229.68/sqm
>
> So which thickness of aluminum sheet do you prefer? We can supply you small free
samples(100*100mm) for your initial evaluation.
>
> Look forward to hearing from you.
>
> Yours sincerely,
> Miss. Chloe Liao
> China Beihai Building Material Co.,Ltd.
> Professional Manufacturer of Aluminum Foam
> Add: Beihai Industrial Park,280# Changhong Rd.
> Jiujiang City, Jiangxi China
> Mobile:+86 13755278944
> TEL 1: +86 792 8322300/8322329/8322312
> TEL 2: +86 755 61283907/08/09
> FAX: +86 755 61283910/61637768
> EMAIL: sales21@chinabeihai.net
> http:// www.chinabeihai.net
>
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17 Reports of EPS Meetings
How to get lighter Vehicles for our Army?
Supervisor: Lukasz Kaczmarek Ph. D

Report EPS Meeting – 14th March 2011
Present: Alexander Hoppe, Lucas Fajkowski, Nicolas Mornex, José Del Aguila, and Manuel López

______________________________________________________________________
The first EPS meeting started on the 15th March 2011 at 12.15 pm in room no. 9 at IFE.
Room no. 9 is reserved for the EPS group who will solve the proposal “How to get
lighter armored vehicles for our Army?”
After a short introducing to get to know each other, Mr Kaczmarek showed his
presentation about the project once again. He gave the students the advice to build a
strong team to get a good issue of the project. Mr Kaczmarek also gave the advice to
make a time schedule for the project where the students will see what they have to do at
the moment and what will be the next task. This is a good idea for not forgetting tasks
and time.
After the presentation the students had a lot of questions regarding to the project:
“Where can we find information about the material? It will be probably a secret!” “Do
we take a tank or a helicopter? Or what about a ship?” “To get lighter vehicles we can
also change tyres or engine – what shall we do?”
Dr Kaczmarek told to the students that they will be responsible for the project and
therefore they have to search about their questions: “It depends on you! The Money is
not the most important thing – more important is the Technology!”
For the next meeting the students will do some preparations, try to find answers about
their questions and will work further on the project. The meetings will be held every
Wednesday at 12.15 pm at room 9 at IFE. There is also a suggestion to take one day for
another meeting – probably on Monday.
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How to get lighter Vehicles for our Army?
Supervisor: Lukasz Kaczmarek Ph. D

Report EPS Meeting – 23rd March 2011
Present: Alexander Hoppe, Lucas Fajkowski, Nicolas Mornex, José Del Aguila, Manuel López

______________________________________________________________________
•

Lukasz:

Contact in a Company in Łódź, which repairs helicopters
Meeting on Monday with engineers
Need a letter

•

Why not change philosophy? Point of view of a spy, who is working for a
foreign company and trying to build lighter helicopters -> Analyze information,
weapons and materials

•

Find information on the internet about aerial vehicles like drones and their
materials

•

Prepare proposition of a planning
o In about 2 weeks the vehicle chosen has to be known
o Around the midterm evaluation : 40-50%

•

We need to divide the work -> Meeting and brainstorming

•

Analyze main parts of vehicles, Calculate money, See different kind of
technology

•

Think about the business analysis which will be the next step

•

Try to find information in the NASA reports about the materials
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How to get lighter Vehicles for our Army?
Supervisor: Lukasz Kaczmarek Ph. D

Report EPS Meeting – 2nd April 2011
Present: Alexander Hoppe, Lucas Fajkowski, Nicolas Mornex, José Del Aguila, Manuel López

______________________________________________________________________
In the 4th meeting we are still waiting for the day to visit the company dedicated to
the construction of the Helicopter. At first this will be our way forward in the
project. We back our personal identifications, because the company requires us to enter.
We have been discussing that at this point we have nothing decided yet, as we
await the response from the company. So we decided to start a plan B to take a second
path if the first does not help us. We decided to divide the group for you to
locate the information, Alexander and Nicolas are responsible
for plan B (tank or other vehicle) to continue with when we cannot dedicate ourselves
to plan A, (Lightening helicopter) Pepe also seek info on all the
types of vehicles available to the Polish army for the next day abut it will
be Monday 04/04/1911. On the other hand Lukasz and Manuel will
continue researching materials for plan A. And Mr. Kaczmarek calls
the company and notify him of the visit with the company will be 11.04.2011.
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How to get lighter Vehicles for our Army?
Supervisor: Lukasz Kaczmarek Ph. D

Report EPS Meeting – 7th April 2011
Present: Alexander Hoppe, Lucas Fajkowski, Nicolas Mornex, José Del Aguila, Manuel López

______________________________________________________________________
The EPS meeting started on the 7th April 2011 at 11.00 pm in room no. 9 at IFE.
This time Alexander Hoppe was responsible for meeting.
The task for this meeting was to create a list with armoured vehicles that the group can
choose on of it. Lukasz showed a Power point presentation with armoured vehicles. He
also has sent this presentation to the whole group.
After this Alexander showed his results. He found an Internet site with a lot of
armoured vehicles and information about them (www.panzerbaer.de). Also he found
information about the Enok II, a light armoured patrol vehicle (LAPV) and about a
company, who produces kettles for tanks (www.diehl-remscheid.de).
After this a short discussion began about choosing the correct vehicle.The result of the
discussion was that each one of the group will present one vehicle in the next meeting
with pros and cons for choosing this vehicle, because the group need a result to get on
with the tasks.
On Monday the EPS group will visit a company, who put armoured helicopters
together. The company do not manufacture the parts for the helicopters, but the group
hope to get more information about it. Perhaps Helicopters will be an opportunity for
the group. Because of this the EPS group also have provided some questions for the
engineers of the company.
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How to get lighter Vehicles for our Army?
Supervisor: Lukasz Kaczmarek Ph. D

Report EPS Meeting – 12th April 2011
Present: Alexander Hoppe, Lucas Fajkowski, Nicolas Mornex, José Del Aguila, Manuel López

______________________________________________________________________
Presentations of everyone’s vehicles:
•

Alex : Leopard 2 (German tank)
o Present in many countries, the 1st one.
o A lot of information in different languages
o Upgraded (now the 3rd version)
o Maybe contact in Germany, but TOP SECRET! -> difficult
o The main point : The most used tank, so the more information

•

Łukasz Kaczmarek : Found a supplier catalog for Leopard Pieces

•

Nico : Char Leclerc (French Tank)
o Upgrade (Continuous track from steel to aluminum, 800kg lighter, but
problem of the hardness of aluminum compared to steel)

•

We need to know about the materials used nowadays in the tanks if we want to
improve them or change them, propose better ones

•

Internet website: matweb.com: database for all material

•

We need to divide the work for each part of the vehicle

•

Conclusion of the Meeting : We made a few steps in our project.
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How to get lighter Vehicles for our Army?
Supervisor: Lukasz Kaczmarek Ph. D

Report EPS Meeting – 18th April 2011
Present: Alexander Hoppe, Lucas Fajkowski, Nicolas Mornex, José Del Aguila, Manuel López

______________________________________________________________________
In the last meeting, we should choose the part of the tank, for divide the work and find
information.
Parts of Tank:
Guns

Alexander

Armor

Alexander

Engine

Lucas

Gear box

Lucas

Front

Pepe

Control tracks + wheels

Nicolas

Frame

Manu
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How to get lighter Vehicles for our Army?
Supervisor: Lukasz Kaczmarek Ph. D

Report EPS Meeting – 22nd April 2011
Present: Alexander Hoppe, Lucas Fajkowski, Nicolas Mornex, José Del Aguila, Manuel López

______________________________________________________________________
During this meeting we have presented the results of our research and decided that we
should work on the engine, armor (frame and front), gearbox, gun and turret.
We already have one very good proposition of replacement for engine.
Now we are going to concentrate on other parts of our tank. First of all, we will be
collecting all possible information and sources, than we should choose information,
which will be useful in our project and at least work with them.
We decided not to work on continuous track, wheels, because of lack of information
about these parts.
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How to get lighter Vehicles for our Army?
Supervisor: Lukasz Kaczmarek Ph. D

Report EPS Meeting – 27th April 2011
Present: Alexander Hoppe, Lucas Fajkowski, Nicolas Mornex, José Del Aguila, Manuel López

______________________________________________________________________
We started our meeting by sharing information about different parts of the tank and
materials the companies use to produce the vehicle. Every one of us prepared a short
speech about particular part of the tank and information he gained.
We found out that it is possible to replace the engine by lighter one. We decided to
choose the new one from the same company, which produces the engines for Leopard
2A4 right now.
When it comes to the turret we found a company, which sells such parts in Singapore.
We’ve got the total price of the turret and the material they are using to produce it. The
task for the future will be to calculate the volume of the material and choose another one
with the same mechanical properties and lower density.
The next part of our discussion was armor. We did not find proper dimensions of armor
for Leopard 2A4. However, we found the same information from different sources
about the material for armor, which is tank steel.
When it comes to gun and gearbox we found only basic pieces of information and we
decided that if we have more time later on we would return to these parts.
Task for the next meeting is to look for new materials for turret and find as much
information as possible about the dimensions of tank armor.
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How to get lighter Vehicles for our Army?
Supervisor: Lukasz Kaczmarek Ph. D

Report EPS Meeting – 5th May 2011
Present: Alexander Hoppe, Lucas Fajkowski, Nicolas Mornex, José Del Aguila, Manuel López

______________________________________________________________________
During the meeting we were searching for the dimensions of tank armor. Unfortunately
we did not find any useful information so we had to seek another way to get to know the
thickness of Leopard 2A4’s armor.
We decided that the best proposition is to use the armor thickness from polish tank PT91 because in many fields it is a very similar army vehicle. We found armor thickness
of it and assumed that for Leopard 2A4 it will be very close so we can use it in our
project.
Thickness of PT-91:
Front – 100-200 mm
Sides – 80 mm
Rear – 80 mm
Plate under the tank – 200 mm
We would like to use those values to calculate the total volume of the tank armor.
We also found alternative material instead of steel to produce the tank turret. We
decided to use Titanium grade 38 because it has very similar mechanical properties and
lower density. Next step will be to think how can we increase the hardness of the
Titanium because it is a bit smaller and to calculate the volume of the material which is
used to produce the turret and check the weight loss with our proposition of new
material.
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How to get lighter Vehicles for our Army?
Supervisor: Lukasz Kaczmarek Ph. D

Report EPS Meeting – 12th May 2011
Present: Alexander Hoppe, Lucas Fajkowski, Nicolas Mornex, José Del Aguila, Manuel López

______________________________________________________________________
We started our group meeting by asking ourselves how to increase the hardness of the
Titanium. The answer was very simple. Using the simple gas nitriding we will increase
the hardness of our material for about 20 HRC. After this process the mechanical
properties of our proposition will be just perfect to use it instead of steel.
After we solved the problem with hardness we started calculation connected to our tank
turret.
First of all, knowing the density of the material, which is used right now to produce the
turret and the mass of it we calculated the volume of the material needed to ensure
safety of soldiers. Than we were thinking about different propositions of using another
material because the titanium is five times more expensive than steel.
We propose two options:
The first one, which will be more expensive, and the material used will be only titanium
and the second one with composite of titanium and steel. We calculated the new masses
of our turret and the total weight loss.
Next step will be to calculate the volume of tank armor, divide the parts of the final
report and propose the new lighter material instead of tank steel for armor.
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How to get lighter Vehicles for our Army?
Supervisor: Lukasz Kaczmarek Ph. D

Report EPS Meeting – 16th May 2011
Present: Alexander Hoppe, Lucas Fajkowski, Nicolas Mornex, José Del Aguila, Manuel López

______________________________________________________________________
In the last meeting, we propose to make a timetable since now until final report for meet
almost every day.
Today we have been speaking about how to get information of the materials and we sent
a mail to two companies, the first it's the company that build the Engine

http://www.mtu-online.com/mtu/products/engine-program/diesel-engines-for-wheeledand-tracked-armored-vehicles/engines-for-heavyvehicles/detail/product/986/cHash/4dd8ac5e6a3462804f92480271ca0779/

and the second the company that build the frame, front... (Chassis).

http://www.kmweg.de/2435-~DASUNTERNEHMENKMW~KRAUSSMAFFEIWEGMANN~index.html

After this we have locked the summary that could be our project and we have locked
one project, for take some idea who start our final report.
And for the next meeting we should think about this steps for our project and find more
information about materials of the tank.
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How to get lighter Vehicles for our Army?
Supervisor: Lukasz Kaczmarek Ph. D

Report EPS Meeting – 17th May 2011
Present: Alexander Hoppe, Lucas Fajkowski, Nicolas Mornex, José Del Aguila, Manuel López

______________________________________________________________________
In the last meeting, we were agreeing with the timetable that we have created and we
have said that almost every day we should do something to improve our final report.
Today we have been sharing our information about materials, and the same time
searching new.
We have decided to make for next meeting 18/05/11 a table with the properties of the
materials, like Hardness, Fragility and Elasticity, fatigue...
Next point is the work ok the final report, today we divide the parts of our table of
contents for start to write the report.
Introduction, task/ project, team presentation
and How to get information

Alex

Which Vehicles

Pepe

Explaining our vehicle

Manuel

Working with the Vehicle

Nicolas

Materials

Lukasz

Cost Analysis

Alex

The parts are impossible to finish because we haven't got all information.
In the next meeting in 18/05/11 we should start the table of materials and properties.
And share more information.
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How to get lighter Vehicles for our Army?
Supervisor: Lukasz Kaczmarek Ph. D

Report EPS Meeting – 25th May 2011
Present: Alexander Hoppe, Lucas Fajkowski, Nicolas Mornex, José Del Aguila, Manuel López

______________________________________________________________________

•

Show the new materials to the supervisor.
o Tank steel Secure 500 30CrMo5.
o Si3N4-TIN Kersit 601.
o B4C (Borcarbid).
o SiC (Siliciumcarbid).

•

Nicolas: Show news about gearbox.

•

Work in the new materials. Try to find information about properties.
o Mechanical.
o Physical.
o Thermal

•

Analyze how to measure the volume of the tank.

•

Try to start to measure the volume of the tank.
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How to get lighter Vehicles for our Army?
Supervisor: Lukasz Kaczmarek Ph. D

Report EPS Meeting – 3rd June 2011
Present: Alexander Hoppe, Lucas Fajkowski, Nicolas Mornex, José Del Aguila, Manuel López

______________________________________________________________________
In the last meeting, we were working in the final report. We make the drawings and
finish the calculation of the weight of armor part.
The next step is work with our propositions and getting the new weight. We also try to
get the prices of the materials.
The problem is that we don´t know the exactly ballistic level of our proposals, we need
make ballistics tests, but how?
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How to get lighter Vehicles for our Army?
Supervisor: Lukasz Kaczmarek Ph. D

Report EPS Meeting – 6th June 2011
Present: Alexander Hoppe, Lucas Fajkowski, Nicolas Mornex, José Del Aguila, Manuel López

______________________________________________________________________
In the last meeting we were working in the final report and made suggestion for the
topic “what's next ?”
We asked to Mr. Kaczmarek if we need to work in chemical part for the materials, we
try to do something related with our projects, but the most important is the ballistic
protection and lighter material.
The problem now we do not get prices. We were speaking with the companies but they
do not pay attention because we are students and will never order some materials. But
nevertheless, we will not give up and try to get offers.
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18 Presentations
POLITECHNIKA !ÓDZKA
European Project Semester
Strength of materials
Summer Spring 2011

Strength of materials
Notions for the armor
Strength of a material: its ability to withstand an applied stress
without failure. The applied stress may be tensile, compressive, or
shear

1

POLITECHNIKA !ÓDZKA
European Project Semester
Strength of materials
Summer Spring 2011

Definitions
Uniaxial stress :

where F is the force [N]
acting on an area A [m2].

Tensile stress: the stress state caused by pulling the material

Compressive strengh: the stress state caused by an applied
load that acts to reduce the length of the material

2
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POLITECHNIKA !ÓDZKA
European Project Semester
Strength of materials
Summer Spring 2011

Definitions
Yield strength: the lowest stress that produces a permanent
deformation in a material – named Re
Tensile strength or ultimate tensile strength:
stress that leads to tensile failure – named Rm

limit state of tensile

Fatigue strength: a measure of the strength of a material or a
component under cyclic loading
Impact strength: is the capability of the material to withstand a
suddenly applied load and is expressed in terms of energy
3

POLITECHNIKA !ÓDZKA
European Project Semester
Strength of materials
Summer Spring 2011

Definitions
Elasticity: the ability of a material to return to its previous shape after
stress is released
Plasticity: or plastic deformation is the opposite of elastic deformation
Young’s modulus: the slope of the stress-strain curve during the
initial linear portion (elasticity) - defined as the ratio of the uniaxial
stress over the uniaxial strain in this range – named E
Relative elongation:

the ratio between initial and final lengths
named !

4
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POLITECHNIKA !ÓDZKA
European Project Semester
Strength of materials
Summer Spring 2011

Example
We take a piece of our material and we pull on its extremities
The force F and the elongation ! are measured.

F

F

5

POLITECHNIKA !ÓDZKA
European Project Semester
Strength of materials
Summer Spring 2011

Results
We obtain this curve
In which we can find
each of the different
values defined in the
first slides
The blue part is the
elastic deformation
The red one is the
plastic deformation
6
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Charpy Impact Test
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The pendulum is launched at
the starting position.
When the specimen is
brocken, we measure h’,
which is the height of the final
position.
The energy needed to break
the specimen is calculated :
K = m.g (h – h’)
And the resilience :
h’
KcV = K/A
A is the area where the
specimen broke

h
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Hardness
Hardness is the measure of how resistant a material is to various
kinds of change when a force is applied
According to the type of measurement, we measure either the depth of
the footprint or its area.
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Hardness

Brinell : diameter d

Rockwell : depth r
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Fatigue
The fatigue is the progressive and localized structural damage that
occurs when a material is subjected to cyclic loading

A regular sinusoidal stress is
applied by a testing machine
which also counts the
number of cycles to failure

S-N curve or Wöhler curve
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Thank you for your attention!
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